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Rayleigh-Taylor instability in a sedimenting suspension

C. Völtz, W. Pesch, and I. Rehberg
Physikalisches Institut, Universita¨t Bayreuth, D-95440 Bayreuth, Germany

~Received 11 July 2001; published 19 December 2001!

The temporal evolution of an interface between glycerin and a glycerin-sand suspension of small packing
fraction ~obtained using the hindered settling phenomenon! driven by gravity is experimentally investigated.
The growth rates for the different wave numbers characterizing the developing front are determined by means
of a Fourier analysis. To model the observed behavior, we apply the idea of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability for
a homogeneous fluid with vertically varying density and viscosity~one-fluid model!. A good agreement be-
tween the experimental and theoretical results is obtained.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.011404 PACS number~s!: 83.80.Hj, 47.54.1r, 47.20.Ma
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sedimentation of granular grains in a fluid environmen
a familiar phenomenon in nature and has important techn
applications@1–4#. If the forces on the particles are dom
nated by the viscous interaction with the fluid, rather than
their inertia, a hydrodynamic description of the whole syst
has been proposed~@5–7#, for more references see Ref.@8#!.
Such an approach demands confirmation in controlled
periments. A sensitive challenge for the hydrodynamic
proach is certainly the dynamics of interfaces between
gions in the fluid with different densities of the grains. T
investigations might shed some light on the general und
standing of interface dynamics in different branches
science.

In this paper, we consider the situation of sand partic
immersed in highly viscous glycerin. One starts with a si
ation, where the sand covers the bottom of a vertically
ranged Hele-Shaw-like cell. The cell is then turned ups
down. The sand is thus layered above pure glycerin i
gravitationally unstable situation and starts sedimenting.
experiment is assumed to run in the case of prevailing
cous forces. Their relative importance is captured by
Bagnold numberB5Alrgraind2ġ/m f luid , which expresses
the ratio of collision forces between the grains to visco
forces in the fluid-grain mixture in a slightly different con
text, i.e., for gravity-free suspensions of solid particles in
uniform shear flow. Hered is the diameter andrgrain the
density of the grains. The shear rate is denoted byġ and
m f luid is the dynamic viscosity of the pure fluid. The param
eter l introduced by Bagnold@9# is a measure for the con
centration of the sand particles~i.e., the packing density!.
Commonly the description of a suspension as macrovisc
is believed to be valid for Bagnold numberB,40 @9#. In our
experiment we have a Bagnold number of about 531025,
thus the description of the glycerin-sand mixture as fluidl
seems to be conceptually well founded. In the experime
we were, in particular, interested in the instabili
of the initial flat glycerin-sand interface, which evolve
into a fingerlike pattern. The Reynolds number R
5(r f luidv f ingerd)/m f luid in our experiments amounts t
4.231024 and the particle Reynolds number Rp
5(r f luidvstokesd)/m f luid amounts to 1.631025.

In our hydrodynamic approach, we model the fluid-sa
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system as a uniform fluid with macroscopically varying de
sity. In the initial situation the heavier glycerin-sand mixtu
is stratified upon the lighter pure glycerin. The resulting fi
gering process is assumed to correspond closely to the w
known Rayleigh-Taylor instability. To model the glycerin
sand mixture as a Newtonian fluid with effective propertie
depending on the concentration of the particles, is obviou
a simplifying description. In such a model it is assumed t
the particle concentration in the flowing mixture is almo
constant. Furthermore, the particles have to be large eno
to neglect their Brownian diffusion as in our experimen
Being aware of the possible limitations of a one-fluid mod
for the glycerin-sand mixture, we will examine whether su
an approach can catch the essence of the experimenta
sults.

The destabilization process of the interface is charac
ized by a collection of modes with different wave numberk
and different growth ratess(k). In earlier experiments with
water and polystyrene spheres@10# the authors concentrate
on the dominant wave number~i.e. the fastest growing
mode! seen in the early stages of the interface destabil
tion. One should also mention experiments with water a
glass beads@11#, which focus on the characterization of void
age shock fronts caused by a steep increase or decrease
fluidization velocity for a fluidized bed.

One goal of the present investigation is to measure
wholespectrums(k) for the wave numbers accessible in th
experiment and to compare, in particular, to the theoret
results along the general lines of the Rayleigh-Taylor ins
bility. A similar approach has already been performed fo
suspension of a high initial packing density off50.61 of
grains and with a sharp density interface@12#. The theoretical
analysis based on a closed expression fors(k) for an ideal-
ized infinitely steep steplike interface gave a quite reasona
description of the experiments. However, the dynamic v
cosity of the suspension was fitted. The resulting val
which was 104 times larger than the viscosity of the pu
fluid, is difficult to assess in view of the conflicting relation
between packing fraction and dynamic viscosity to be fou
in the literature@13–15#.

In contrast, we will focus here on low packing fraction
The density profile is directly measured and used as input
the theoretical analysis. The dynamic viscosity can be ca
lated directly from an expression due to Einstein@16#.
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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C. VÖLTZ, W. PESCH, AND I. REHBERG PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 011404
The paper is organized as follows. In the following se
tion the experimental setup is described. In Sec. III the p
cessing of the experimental data is detailed. The informa
is finally condensed into as(k) relation, which is then com-
pared to the theoretical results. Section IV describes the
termination of the packing densities and of the shape of
density profile, which enter into theoretical analysis. The l
ear stability analysis is presented as well as further quan
tive characterization of the growth rates. The final sect
contains the conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In the experiments, a gravitationally unstable configu
tion of sand and glycerin is established by turning a He
Shaw-like cell upside down by means of a stepper motor
a similar way as described in Ref.@12#.

The interfacial instabilities in this paper develop from
fairly sharp, flat interface between regions of different pa
ing densities. To prepare the initial situation the se
sharpening effect of hindered settling is exploited@17,4,18#.
The clue is that the sedimentation velocity of a homogene
suspension in a closed vessel decreases with increasing
ing fraction. Thus a sharp interface, a shock, between
pure fluid and the sedimenting particlesbelow the pure fluid
is built. Then the vessel is rotated and the interface, now w
glycerin and sandabovepure glycerin, destabilizes.

To study the temporal evolution of a glycerin-sand int
face driven by gravity a closed Hele-Shaw-like cell with
width of 2 mm, a length of 98.0 mm, and a height of 50 m
is used. The cell is filled with technical glycerin (;82%) as
a carrier fluid and 2.0 g ‘‘sand.’’

The temperature during the whole measurements was
bilized to (25.3260.01)°C for several days. The standa
deviation for any set of 201 measurements~see later! varies
between60.004 °C and60.008 °C.

The kinematic viscosity of the technical glycerin w
measured with a viscometer to be 84.97 mm2/s at T
525.32 °C and was exactly evaluated for every set of m
surements. The material density of the technical glycerin w
determined with a density balance to be 1.25 g/cm3 at these
temperatures.

As ‘‘sand’’ we use spherical glass particles~Würth Ballo-
tini MGL ! with a material density of 2.45 g/cm3. The par-
ticles are sieved in order to obtain a well-defined size dis
bution, which is then measured in a Coulter-counter~see Fig.
1!. This measurement of the particle size distribution is ba
on the principle of monitoring the electrical current betwe
two electrodes immersed in a conductive liquid on either s
of a small aperture, through which the suspension of p
ticles is forced to flow. As a particle passes through the
erture, it changes the impedance between the electrodes
produces an electrical pulse of short duration with an am
tude essentially proportional to the particle volume. An alt
native measurement of the particle size distribution w
based on light diffraction experiments. These measurem
confirm the results in Fig. 1.

The cell is illuminated from behind by a field of LED
that are run by dc current. The sand then appears brigh
01140
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front of a dark background and can easily be detected b
charge coupled device camera connected to a frame gra
in the computer. The images have a dimension of 5123350
pixel. The optical resolution is given byDx50.159 mm/
pixel. From the contrast of the pictures, we obtain the pa
ing fraction ~see Sec. IV A!, which yields the local density
and the viscosity of the suspension.

To prepare the initial interface the cell is revolved twi
by the use of a stepper motor. At the very beginning the c
is inserted into a frame when the sand is lying at the bott
of the cell. Then the cell is revolved within 233 ms so th
the sand is layered above the glycerin. This is the star
point of continuously repeating cycles~201 times!. The sand
is sedimenting to the bottom of the cell and the se
sharpening effect forms a fairly sharp interface between
sedimenting suspension and the glycerin above. Before
sand has completed the sedimentation, the cell is revo
again after a varying waiting timetw1, so that the suspensio
comes to lie above the glycerin with an interface of whi
the instability is observed. The camera starts to take 55 sn
shots, the first one 545ms after the cell is turned. The time o
the first snapshot defines the starting timet50. The images
are taken every second and show the middle part of the
After the images have been taken the cell is kept in its po
tion for a constant waiting timetw255 min. Then the cell is
rotated again and the cycle repeats. Figure 2 shows schem
cally the various stages of the experimental cycle.

We have been able to prepare well-defined distance
the interface from the vertical walls by keepingtw255 min
constant and varyingtw1 in seven sets~each of 201 measure
ments! with tw156, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, and 20 min.~For
comparison, full sedimentation would requiretw1'37 min.!
The interface instability becomes active twice in every cyc
Apparently an effective mixing of the sand and the glyce
takes place, where memory effects are wiped out. In fact,
observe the interfaces at constanttw1 always to form at the
same height over the bottom of the cell. The averaged he
hav for every measurement is calculated by averaging
height of the interface in the lateral extension att50 s. Fig-
ure 3 shows the seven sets of different prepared height
the interface above the bottom wall of the cell, each conta
ing 201 single measurements.~For comparison, full sedimen
tation would result in an averaged heighthav'43 mm.!

FIG. 1. Size distribution of the used particles, measured fr
conductivity measurements.
4-2
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RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY IN A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 011404
Sincehav for the first cycle has not yet reached the station
level ~as can be seen in Fig. 3! it is left out for the further
evaluation of the data.

Obviously the averaged heighthav increases monotoni
cally with increasingtw1. Figure 4 shows the dependence
the prepared heighthav as averaged over the remaining 2
measurements on the varying waiting timetw1.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As already mentioned the measurements of the gro
rates have been performed for seven different series

FIG. 2. Schematic procedure of the experimental cycle. By
different fonts the experimental preparation~normal font! and the
system response~cursive font! are discriminated.

FIG. 3. Different interface heights above the bottom of the c
for seven series of measurements. The different symbols repre
the different waiting timestw1: 20 min ~open rhombus!, 16 min
~filled triangle!, 14 min ~open hexagon!, 12 min ~filled square!, 10
min ~open hourglass!, 8 min ~filled circle!, and 6 min~open triangle,
upside down!. The bold lines represent the measurements and
fine lines give the standard deviation of the averaging over all
umns of an image. The symbols attached to the curves are the
as in Figs. 4, 9, 10, and 11.
01140
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different distances of the initial interface from the bottom
the cell ~i.e., different waiting timestw1). Figure 5 shows a
typical sequence of images during the development of
instability with the initial height hav59.1 mm, tw1

510 min.
To analyze the sequences, we apply a gradient algori

involving suitable smoothing to pin point the glycerin-sa
interface. The resulting interfaces are then passed throu
low-pass filter keeping all wave lengths which are larger th
56 particle diameters. Figure 6 shows the temporal evolu
of the images presented in Fig. 5.

In Fourier space one runs into the leakage problem w
the offset between the heights at the limits of the windows
large. In order to avoid this problem the mismatch betwe
the left and the right border of the interface is minimized
disregarding some~between 0 and 62! pixels at the edges.

Discrete Fourier transformation~DFT! of interfaces
treated in this manner gives the Fourier spectrum of e
interface. Figure 7 shows characteristic Fourier spectra of
interfaces at different times. Figure 8 shows the tempo
evolution of the amplitudeA of a typical Fourier mode.

By an exponential fit

A~k,t !5Ai~k!exp„s~k!t…, ~3.1!

we obtain the growth rates(k) for every wave numberk in
the Fourier spectra withAi the initial amplitude att50. The
time window used in the fit procedure has been limited
two requirements: At firstA(k,t) ~3.1! was kept smaller than
40% of the wavelength 2p/k, the criterion for the linear
regime @19# and, in addition,A(k,t) was kept smaller than
half the height between the interface and the bottom of
cell.

As already explained before we have performed 2
cycles with a fixed set of parameters (tw1 ,hav). These 200
measurements are analyzed to obtain a mean growth rate
function of the wave number. The spectral resolution isDk
52p/(450Dx)50.88 cm21. The ensuing dispersion rela
tions are shown in Fig. 9. The lines are the theoretical res
that will be explained in the next chapter.

e

ll
ent

e
l-
me

FIG. 4. Averaged heighthav as a function oftw1. The error bars
that cannot be resolved in this plot, give the standard deviation.
symbols are the same as in Figs. 3, 9, 10, and 11.
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IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON
WITH EXPERIMENTS

A. Determination of the packing fraction and density profile

The vertical variations of the gray values of the imag
taken att50 are analyzed in terms of the packing dens
f(z), which measures the volumetric concentration of

FIG. 5. Temporal evolution of the sand-glycerin interface
certain time steps: 0, 30, 35, 40, and 45 s. The frames show
middle part of the cell and have a horizontal length of 512 pixe
respectively 81.39 mm. The bright color represents the sa
glycerin suspension, the dark color represents the glycerin. The
trast of the images is enhanced.
01140
s

e

sand particles in the mixture and from which the dens
r(z) of the suspension can be calculated:

r~z!5f~z!rsand1@12f~z!#rglyc ~4.1!

with rsand52.45 g cm23 and rglyc51.25 g cm23. The
packing density is directly measured in the experiments. I
always kept small in the experiments (<7%).

A nondimensionalized measure for the maximal dens
difference is the Atwood numberA5(rsus2rglycerin)/(rsus
1rglycerin)50.03 forrsus5r(z) with f(z)50.065.

The calibration between the gray values and the pack
density is achieved by preparing suspensions of homo
neous packing fractions by repeatedly rotating the cell a
averaging the measured gray values. From this calibra
the actual packing fractions and density profiles are kno
The mean density profiles are smoothed with a cubic sp
algorithm and enter directly into the theoretical descripti
~see Sec. IV B!. The density profiles for the different mea
surements are shown in Fig. 10.

B. Linear stability analysis

The pattern forming process displayed in Fig. 5 sta
from a situation~top panel!, where the concentration of th
suspended sand particles and consequently the density o
glycerin-sand mixture decreases monotonically towards

t
he
,
d-
n-

FIG. 6. Temporal evolution of the interface in Fig. 5 in th
interval 0<t<42 s in steps of 2 s. The patterns are shown with
constant vertical offset of 1 mm.

FIG. 7. Fourier spectrum of the interface evolution at timest50
s ~dotted line!, 30 s ~short-dashed!, 35 s ~long-dashed!, and 40 s
~solid line!. The data belong to the interface presented in Fig. 6
4-4
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RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY IN A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 011404
bottom of the Hele-Shaw-like cell. Due to gravity this co
figuration is mechanically unstable. Theoretically the fai
sharp planar interface~see Fig. 10! might continuously move
downward until the sand covers the bottom as a dense p
age. However, the interface becomes obviously unstable
increasing time and develops fingerlike protrusions~Fig. 5!,
which we will analyze in the following. In a hydrodynami
approach the system is modeled as a homogeneous
component fluid with variable density. In the initial state t
fluid is horizontally stratified, with a heavier layer~bright in
Fig. 5! on top of a lighter one~black!. Thus, we make contac
to the well-known Rayleigh-Taylor instability according
which the destabilization of the interface between the lay
is inevitable.

In our analysis, we will closely follow the standard a
proach to be found in Chandrasekhar’s authoritative w
@20#. A Cartesian coordinate system is used in the cell
extends fromz50 to z5d in the vertical direction~antipar-
allel to gravity! and is idealized as infinitely extended in th
span-wisex direction. The narrow gap covers the interv
2a/2<y<a/2. The starting configuration is characterized
the density profiler(z) and a pressurep(z). Its linear stabil-

FIG. 8. AmplitudeA of a DFT analysis for a typical wave num
ber ~herek;6.1 cm21) in dependence on timet. An exponential fit
is obtained. The data belong to the interfaces presented in Fig

FIG. 9. Comparison of experimental data~single points! with
the Rayleigh-Taylor model@lines from Eq. ~4.2!# for a one-
component fluid with vertically varying density and viscosity. F
details see Sec. IV B and IV C. The solid line corresponds to
filled circles, the dashed line to the open hourglasses, and the d
line to the open rhombi. The error bars give the standard devia
of the mean value. The symbols are the same as in Figs. 3, 4
and 11.
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ity against density fluctuationsdr, pressure fluctuationsdp
and the ensuing velocity fieldu is calculated via the suitably
linearized Navier-Stokes equations~see Ref.@20#!

r] tu52“dp1“•S2Gdrez ,
~4.2!

“u50, ] tdr1~u•“ !r~z!50.

The components of the stress tensorS are given as

S i , j5m~z!~] iuj1] jui !; i , j 5~x,y,z!. ~4.3!

G denotes the gravity constant andm(z) the dynamical vis-
cosity. The densityr(z) of the suspension is determined b
f(z) according to Eq.~4.1!. The viscositym is also given in
terms of f(z) by the following relation valid for smallf
@16#:

m~z!5mglyc@112.5f~z!#. ~4.4!

The viscositymglyc of our carrier fluid, technical glycerin
has been measured directly as function of temperature.

In the following we adopt an approximation schem
originally proposed by Brinkman@21#, that has proven to be
adequate for a narrow slab geometry in a similar context~see
for instance the discussion in Ref.@22#!. The main idea is to
keep in Eq.~4.2! only the spatial variations in thex,z plane
by appropriately averaging out the variations in they direc-
tion. This procedure is expected to be reliable as long as
fingers remain two dimensional in the narrow gap case. T
y component of the velocity perpendicular to the slab is c
tainly very small and is consequently neglected. The rema
ing x,z components ofu, which have to vanish aty56a/2
are then averaged over they direction.

The incompressibility condition“u50 is ensured by the
introduction of a velocity potentialf:

u5dW f ~x,z,t !, dW 5~]xz
2 ,0,2]xx

2 !. ~4.5!

After taking the scalar product of Eq.~4.2! with dW one
arrives at an equation forf; the pressure drops out.

To perform they average, we use the following ansatz:

.

e
ted
n
0,

FIG. 10. Density profiles of different measurements, i.e., diff
ent tw1. The profiles show different steepness and different d
tances to the vertical walls. They were smoothed with a cubic sp
algorithm. The symbols are the same as in Figs. 3, 4, 9, and 1
4-5
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f ~x,z,y,t !5exp~ ikx1st ! f̃ ~z!p~y!,
~4.6!

dr~x,y,z,t !5exp~ ikx1st !r̃~z!p~y!.

The smooth profilep(y) that vanishes aty56a/2 cap-
tures they dependence of all fields. It is conveniently cha
acterized by the ‘‘mean curvature’’c defined as

c52E
2a/2

a/2

dy
d2

dy2
p~y!Y E

2a/2

a/2

dyp~y! . ~4.7!

For p(y)5cos(py/a), we obtain c5(p/a)2 and for the
Hagen-Poisseuille profilep(y)52@y22(a/2)2# the valuec
512/a2.

Inserting the ansatz~4.6! into Eq.~4.2! a linear eigenvalue
problem is obtained that yields the growth rates5s(k) as a
function of k :

s@D~rD f̃ !2r0k2 f̃ #5D@~Dm!~D21k2! f̃

1m@~k22D22c! f̃ #12k2~D f̃ !~Dm!

2D@m~D22k22c!# f̃ 2gdr̃,

sr̃5k2Dr~z!, ~4.8!

with D5d/dz. Note that Eq.~4.8! for c50 is identical to the
corresponding system in Ref.@20#, where a large extensio
in the y direction had been assumed.

The eigenvalue problem Eq.~4.8! has to be solved with
the no-slip boundary conditionsf̃ 5D f̃ at z50, d and c
fixed. For generalr(z),m(z) the growth rates have then to b
determined numerically; they are shown for a suitably de
minedc ~see below! as function ofk in Fig. 9.

C. Quantitative characterization of the growth rates

We have calculated thes(k,c) from Eq.~4.8! for a series
of curvaturesc and to evaluatex2(c)5@sexp(k)2s(k,c)#2

for the corresponding experimental points shown in Fig
for k<14.1 cm21. By fitting x2(c) to a parabola about its
minimum c5copt ,

x2~c!5a~c2copt!
21xopt

2 ~4.9!

we obtain the optimal mean curvaturecopt with minimal x2.
These curvaturescopt were used for calculating the theore
ical growth ratess(k,c5copt). The three selected example
shown in Fig. 9 correspond tocopt511.48/a2, copt
511.52/a2, and copt513.33/a2 from above. The values o
copt for all seven measurements can be found in Fig. 11~e!.
All values are near toc512/a2, corresponding to the
Poiseuille profile.

By a fit of the experimentalsexp(k) to

sexp~k!5a~x2kmax!
21smax ~4.10!

for 3.51<k<10.54, we obtain the maximal growth ratesmax
and the wave number of maximal growth ratekmax.
01140
r-

9

Both parameters show a systematic dependence on
distance from the wall, to be seen in Fig. 11~c! and 11~d!. For
smaller distances over the bottom of the cellkmax increases
since the distance decreases and hence the wavelength

smax increases for small distances as well. A possible
planation could be that the profiles are steeper near the
tom of the cell, as seen in Fig. 10. The steepnessk can be
quantified by a tanh-fit

f~z!5Df tanh@k~z2b!#1f0 , ~4.11!

FIG. 11. Df, k, smax, kmax, andc as a function of the heigh
hav . The symbols are the same as in Figs. 3, 4, 9, and 10.
4-6
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RAYLEIGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY IN A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 011404
which yields alsoDf, the difference of packing density be
tween top and bottom of the cell. These quantities show
expected decrease with increasing heighthav over the bot-
tom of the cell@Fig. 11~a! and 11~b!#.

A close correlation betweenk, Df, smax, kmax, and the
distance to the bottom wall ortw1, respectively, is obvious.

There seems to be a deviation between the experime
and the theoretical growth rates for smallk. This might be
due to the fact that the experiment is finite in thex direction
in contrast to the theoretical idealization.

One sees further, that the theoretical growth rates(k)
decreases more slowly as function ofk compared to the ex
perimental results. A possible explanation could be, tha
largerk the diffusion of the sand particles gets more releva
which we have neglected in our approach. Diffusion wou
effectively decrease the initial steepness of the density pro
in time and consequently lead to smaller effective grow
rates.

V. CONCLUSION

In a closed Hele-Shaw-like cell the temporal evolution
a glycerin-sand interface was investigated. For the unst
stratification, a suspension of sand and glycerin above g
erin, the instability is driven by gravity. The images of th
temporal evolution were analyzed by DFT. The Fourier sp
tra show that the initial disturbances of the interface gr
exponentially at the beginning of the pattern forming p
a
ds

-

-

p

a-
-
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cess. This enables us to determine the growth rates by
exponential fit for every wave numberk in our spectra. The
data show that the growth rate has a nonmonotonick depen-
dence: It increases steeply towards a maximum atk;7
cm21. Then it decreases moderately again.

To describe the general behavior we have chosen a
fluid model with vertically varying density. Carrying out
linear stability analysis for the interface we calculate t
growth rates from the dispersion relation.

The analysis of the dependence ofsmax andkmax on the
height over the bottom of the cell shows a systematic beh
ior, as well as the dependence ofDf andk.

The continuum approach gives a good agreement with
experimental results: the one-fluid model describes satis
torily the experimental results. Thus, our present res
show convincingly that a simple hydrodynamic approach
diluted suspensions is reasonable. More refined theore
models like two-fluid models@5# and @6# seem to yield no
additional insight for the low concentration suspension u
in our experiment.
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